
Cathy’s Key Updates (her comments are in italics) —13 to 19 December 2023

>🧐 "Yemen's missing children..." - Very insightful backstory info!
(Excerpts:) "Since the early 1880s, Yemeni Jews had begun emigrating to Palestine...From the
summer of 1949 to the autumn of 1950, nearly 50,000 Yemeni Jews were
transported...Approximately 800 Jews died during the journey, and thousands more lost their
lives due to epidemic diseases and neglect in the camps where they were housed both in Aden
and after arriving in Israel. The real scandal was the disappearance of Yemeni Jewish babies,
with some sources claiming up to 5,000. Babies were forcibly separated from their mothers
immediately after birth, and later, they were told that their children had died without any further
information. Many mothers learned about the 'death' of their children through mass
announcements on camp speakers, causing a great shock. Subsequently, it was revealed that
some of the 'dead' children were given up for adoption...The Israeli project, designed as an
occupation colony and advanced outpost of Western imperialism, not only inflicted suffering on
the local Muslim and Arab population of Palestine but also subjected its own...When this bloody
parenthesis is closed one day, all the evidence...will be laid bare for everyone to see.":
https://www.yenisafak.com/en/columns/taha-kilinc/yemens-missing-children-3674138?ref=truth1
1.com

>💯 "Christian Zionism harbors a contradiction – genocide can’t be reconciled with the
teachings of Jesus Christ" - Underscores the bottom-line of Nightlight #115!
(Excerpts:) "...Christians who unconditionally support the actions and agenda of the Jewish
religious sect known as Zionism while also claiming to believe in and embrace the teaching of
Jesus Christ are walking contradictions... Christians are to follow Jesus, the Way, Who does not
advocate for the genocide... There will come a time when God returns His focus back to
majority-unbelieving Israel to deal with them once the fullness of the Gentiles is complete, but
that time has not yet come. It is thus erroneous for Christians in the current age of grace to put
their full support behind unbelieving Israel's murderous actions against its Palestinian
neighbors...have to decide between worshipping Israel and worshipping Jesus...antichrist
doctrines run contrary to everything found in the New Testament as instruction for
Christians...The situation in Gaza right now is considerably more serious than past incidents
involving aggression between Israel and its Palestinian neighbors. Unlike past incidents, this
one involves a full-scale genocide of the entire Gaza Strip, which is why it is receiving worldwide
attention. The Christian response, in this writer's review, is to take neither side, but rather to side
with the widow, the orphan and the innocents wherever they live, in Israel, Gaza, or elsewhere.":
https://www.naturalnews.com/2023-12-11-christian-zionism-contradiction-genocide-teachings-je
sus-christ.html

>💥 "And then shall many be offended, and shall betray one another, and shall hate one
another." (Matthew 24:10) God help those who haven't yet done so turn their hearts and call out
to the Lord of Love!
• "Globalists on a mission: Turn Americans against each other before a foreign power is
called in to finish the job - Obama’s new Hollywood movie is very instructive: They are
telling us their plans" -Will the targeted masses fall for this predictive programming?
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(Excerpt:) "Higher Ground Productions, a Hollywood production company funded in 2018 by
Barack and Michelle Obama, released a new Netflix movie on Friday, December 8, called
'Leave the World Behind', starring Julia Roberts and Ethan Hawke. It’s very instructive. America,
portrayed in the film as horribly divided by political, religious, racial and cultural issues, gets hit
out of the blue by a major cyber attack. Embedded in this movie is tons of symbolism, including
three shots of the number 6 in the opening scene. As society disintegrates, there is no
government to the rescue. Everyone is on their own. The overall theme of the film seems to be
a seething hatred for humanity. 'We are all so awful,' Julia Roberts’ character exclaims.":
https://leohohmann.com/2023/12/11/globalists-on-a-mission-turn-americans-against-each-other-
before-a-foreign-power-is-called-in-to-finish-the-job/
- and -
• "Globalist Death Cult Tells Us What's Next: 'NO Internet, NO Phone, NO Power, NO Food,
NO Going Back To Normal' - Barack & Michelle Obama Produced New Movie Predicting
TEOTWAWKI - 'The most blatant examples of predictive programming and cabal
symbolism I’ve ever seen'":
https://allnewspipeline.com/NO_Internet_NO_Phone_NO_Power_NO_Food_NO_Going_Back_
To_Normal.php

>🧐We love Jesus, His appearance (2Tim.4:8), His Word, His Kingdom, our everlasting
inheritance!
"I Love ‘My Country’ — ‘My Country’ Is Best??"
(Excerpts:) “'Nationalism...the cause of most of the genocide of the twentieth century. Flags are
bits of colored cloth that governments use first to shrink-wrap people’s minds and then as
ceremonial shrouds to bury the dead.'~ Arundhati Roy - ...the heinous nature of nationalism and
patriotism an affront to all things good in life; merely excuses for hate, hypocrisy, gross
arrogance, and committing atrocities against innocents on a massive scale...terms...meant as a
trick to fool the people into supporting the State and its governing forces...weapons against any
who do not toe the line of worship for the State and all the evil it does.":
https://www.garydbarnett.com/i-love-my-country-my-country-is-best/

>🔎 A must-review, imo! Given the chaotic climate “carry on”, this is VERY worth remembering,
from 13 years ago!
"HAARP - CBC News (COMPLETE) - US military weather weapon" - 14.13 min vid:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZO5Adt4nhCk

>😳 The Babelesque building of Brainoware and organoids!
"Brain tissue on a chip achieves voice recognition"
https://techxplore.com/news/2023-12-brain-tissue-chip-voice-recognition.html

>😳 Newspellcasters! Trash the TV & tune in to Christ! The floodgates of fakery are about to
burst with a deluge of doubles, mutated mouthpieces, digital demonstrations! The zombified,
pharmasised, deludisised, dopified masses addicted to the broad way that leadeth to
destruction are ripe pickings for the predatory delites! Btw, in Putin's annual press conference
and public Q&A for 2023 (which just took place, lasting 4 hr. & 4 min.), he said, "It is impossible
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to prevent the development of AI, which means we need to do everything to be leaders in this
sphere, but how this will end is unknown." — Hmmm!
"'Utterly terrifying': Shock as news channel announces it'll become first to use AI
ANCHORS from next year ... include a mix of digitally created avatars and 'digital
doubles' ... eventual goal is to give each viewer a personalized broadcast" - Tailor-made
lies?
(Excerpt - underline my emphasis:) "AI-generated humans reporting the news using similar
hand gestures that look very natural. However, a closer look at the hands, viewers will see they
have longer fingers and more than five on each hand. And while their eyes blink, they appear to
be dead inside with no emotion." - How many more than 5?! (I'm reminded of 2Sam.22:20) Are
these Nephilimesque newspellcasters some sort of window-dressing, public-conditioning
rehearsal towards the Project Bluebeam reveal, ie alien (inner-dimensional) invasion, fake
return of Christ (aka AC)?!:
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-12859887/First-AI-generated-news-anchors-deb
ut-streaming.html

>🤦 Stone-cold stupidity scheme! And no doubt those who made bushels full of bucks on this
(& never take the bus!) are greedfully grinning!?
"Too cold for electric vehicles! Brand new electric buses paralyzed miserably in Oslo,
Norway because of freezing temperatures":
https://strangesounds.org/2023/12/too-cold-for-electric-vehicles-brand-new-electric-buses-paral
yzed-miserably-in-oslo-norway-because-of-cold-temperatures.html

>💪 Alive, awake, aware & V-free from the frontlines!
"Not only did the Covid vax murderers commit selective national genocide worldwide,
they targeted certain groups of people in specific locations in the special AGENDA 30
countries...New Zealand has always been identified as prime real estate for the power
elites for several obvious reasons"
(Excerpts:) "That’s why it has been kept so pure and pristine all these years … so that when the
top [delites!] converge there during their long-planned End-Time scenario, it’s not so polluted
like the rest of the planet...watch the [37 min.] video below to see just how sinister the Covid vax
murderers were in perpetrating their selective genocides throughout New Zealand.":
https://www.theburningplatform.com/2023/12/12/not-only-did-the-covid-vax-murderers-commit-s
elective-national-genocide-worldwide/

>🧐 If goods don't/can't cross borders, armies do? (Derived from, “When goods don't cross
borders, soldiers will."--19th century French economist Frederic Bastiat)
• "MAERSK and HAPAG-LLOYD to (Temporarily) Cease All Red Sea Shipping"
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/maersk-and-hapag-lloyd-to-temp
orarily-cease-all-red-sea-shipping
- and -
• "BREAKING NEWS: Insurance Companies PULL Coverage for Ships in Red Sea":
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/breaking-news-insurance-compa
nies-pull-coverage-for-ships-in-red-sea
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>💪✝ "Globalists Fear the Unconquerable" - That "F" word is 3/4ths "ear"! If one listens to
the delites, they've gotcha! Listen, adhere and cleave to the Word of God! Rom.10:17;
Prov.4:20-22!!
(Excerpts - underlines my emphasis:) "...a war between what to fear and what to cherish...fear is
no match for inspiration...Steadfast service to God will give a man an unearthly armor when
belief in nothing gives man nothing...Telling people what to fear and whom to blame may be an
effective short-term strategy, but it can never convincingly win hearts and minds. Whatever
darkness troubles a man’s soul, further darkness will not lead him to salvation...remember what
to cherish...nothing can be lost if you stand firmly beside what is true...[the delites] are rightly
afraid of the unconquerable." - PTL! Romans 8:37!!:
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2023/12/globalists_fear_the_unconquerable.html?ref=t
ruth11.com

>❗👀❗ "More predictive programming on the way in big-budget Hollywood movie ‘Civil
War’: First [2.34 min.] trailer released for viewing"
(Excerpts - underlines my emphasis:) "Following the Obama-produced release last week of the
movie 'Leave the World Behind', about the collapse of America following a catastrophic cyber
attack that shuts down the power grid, internet and all cellphone service, Hollywood is about to
serve up another blockbuster dystopian film featuring...Civil War in America...Out of chaos will
come a new world order, right? At least that’s their plan. Only God knows if it will succeed. Will
the Second American Civil War be triggered next summer or fall?...All we see happening in the
'news' is for a reason. It’s all theater. The only authentic reality is that God is on His throne and
will ultimately prevail. He’s just waiting for the right moment to intervene and stop this
merry-go-round of staged fake reality.":
https://leohohmann.com/2023/12/13/more-predictive-programming-on-the-way-in-big-budget-hol
lywood-movie-civil-war-first-trailer-released-for-viewing/#more-16920

>🤔 "People who got COVID jabbed now displaying major personality changes
stemming from vaccine-induced neurological damage, experts warn" - (Includes a 1.41.17
hr. vid which I didn't nor plan to view; imo article is sufficient.)
(Excerpts:) "At an International Crimes Investigative Committee (ICIC) session held earlier this
month, a handful of experts on the subject...discussed the matter of personality changes that
have occurred in people who got [C-vxd]...'People are acting unhinged', [said] one
commenter...Another quoted scripture to back the unhinged comment: 'This know also, that in
the last days perilous times shall come. For men shall be lovers of their own selves, covetous,
boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy, without natural
affection, trucebreakers, false accusers, incontinent, fierce, despisers of those that are good,
traitors, heady, high-minded, lovers of pleasures more than lovers of God; Having a form of
godliness, but denying the power thereof: from such turn away. For of this sort are they which
creep into houses, and lead captive silly women laden with sins, led away with divers lusts, ever
learning, and never able to come to the knowledge of the truth.' (2Timothy 3:1-7)":
https://www.naturalnews.com/2023-12-13-covid-vaccinated-displaying-major-personality-change
s.html
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>🧐 Is this a 10 outta 10? "A" is the first letter of the alphabet, "I" is the ninth letter of the
alphabet. 9+1=10 -- A+I=10? And does it have any correlation with the Endtime 10
toes/kings/horns?
"AI gives birth to AI: Scientists say machine intelligence now capable of replicating
without humans - 'Self-evolving AI': Scientists explain groundbreaking new tech
discovery":
https://www.foxnews.com/science/ai-gives-birth-ai-scientists-say-machine-intelligence-capable-r
eplicating-without-humans

>💥 "The Meaning of the Number 10 in the Bible"
(Excerpts: )"God created 10 things on the first day of creation, and 10 things on the sixth and
final day of creation...in the Bible is the 10 Commandments...10 plagues on the Egyptians...10
generations passed between Adam and Noah...and Noah and Abraham...Daniel, Shadrach,
Meshach and Abednego 10 times better than all the magicians and astrologers in the
kingdom...image with 10 toes, which Daniel interpreted through God to refer to the 10 kings in
power in a revived Roman Empire are the time of Jesus' Second Coming...10 horns...Jesus
healed 10 men of leprosy...10 virgins, 10 talents...Whenever we see the number 10 in the Bible,
we see God's hand in His interaction with us through His divine authority and design.":
http://www.steppesoffaith.com/apologetics/meaning-number-10-bible#:~:text=In%20each%20Sc
ripture%2C%2010%20indicates,%2C%20order%2C%20and%20divine%20perfection.

>😳 More Matthew 24:10 here. Things are going head to head!
• "Jewish Georgia [7th grade] Teacher 'Threatened to Behead Student for Criticizing
Israeli Flag in His Classroom'" - includes 3 min. vid
(Excerpts:) "The student says she found the flag offensive 'due to Israelis killing Palestinians'.
Reese [the teacher] then told the student she was being antisemitic...'You don't make an
antisemitic comment like that to a Jew'. The witness says the student responded negatively to
Reese but was not yelling. The witness says the students left the classroom, but Reese followed
them down the hallway...[and] was later seen returning to his classroom, cursing extremely
loudly...yelling that he 'should not be spoken to like that because he is a Jew'. He went on
saying, 'I will drag her a into the parking lot, slit her f***g throat and kill her.'":
https://www.informationliberation.com/?id=64181
- and -
• "Christian Veteran Accused of Beheading Satanic Statue Inside the Iowa State Capitol
Building Gets Overwhelming Support for Legal Defense"
(Excerpts:) "The Satanic Temple of Iowa is pressing charges and Cassidy is facing
fourth-degree criminal mischief...People supporting Cassidy’s decision to tear down the
monument quickly created an online campaign to assist him with expected legal fees but so
much money was donated in just a few hours the campaign was paused.":
https://www.westernjournal.com/christian-veteran-accused-beheading-satanic-statue-gets-overw
helming-support-legal-defense/
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>🚨With the Saudis having broken the PETRO-DOLLAR agreement and joining BRICS, does
that amount to economic warfare?
"Naval Deployments Hint at Another Agenda - NOT Israel" - Check out this map in the
article!
(Excerpts:) "If you look at how [the US] ships are deployed, [they] could take all of Saudi Arabia
very quickly.":
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/naval-deployments-hint-at-anoth
er-agenda-not-israel

>🤔 Hmmm, why does James 2:19 come to mind? "Thou believest that there is one God; thou
doest well: the devils also believe, and tremble."
"Mark Zuckerberg Building Top-Secret Hawaii Doomsday-Bunker With Blast-Resistant
Door...to Survive the End Times":
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/mark-zuckerberg-building-top-secret-hawaii-doomsday-bun
ker-blast-resistant-door

>💥 "Suppressing the Truth in Unrighteousness, a Major Sign of the End Times!"
(Excerpts:) "The world is on a fast track headed into destruction. The majority of people in the
world don’t believe the truth, in fact, not only do they not believe it, but they are suppressing it
and restraining it with all ungodliness and unrighteousness!...masses of people are taking
pleasure in unrighteousness, on a scale that we haven’t seen for thousands of years!":
https://endtimebibleprophecy.wordpress.com/2023/12/17/suppressing-the-truth-in-unrighteousne
ss-a-major-sign-of-the-end-times/

>🚨 From infection to injection, an ejection of deception, misdirection and deflexion fraught with
duplicitous perceptions! Thank God for His resurrection and His Word for circumspection! We
offer to Him genuflection and our being's adoration! PTL! "O Lord, my God, when I, in awesome
wonder, consider all the worlds Thy Hands have made; I see the stars, I hear the rolling thunder,
Thy power throughout the universe displayed." (From the hymn "How Great Thou Art".)
"Rolling Thunder Global Propaganda" - (Includes 59.56 min. vid which I haven't nor plan to
watch; imo article is sufficient.)
(Excerpts:) "Covid 19 was a global 'propaganda masterpiece'. Propaganda on this level has
never happened before in human history...we have been subjected to a ‘Rolling Thunder Global
Propaganda’ [that] drives one after another...With more than 700 million mRNA CV19
bioweapon injections in the US alone and more than 13 billion CV19 injections globally, the
implications of this depopulation agenda is the biggest story ever short of a global
thermonuclear exchange...Many doctors are revealing data and sources proving the CV19 vax
did not help a single person...Dr. Miller explains, 'It’s the perfect crime because there is a long
delay between the pulling of the trigger and the collapse due to the bullet...Sometimes it can
take people two years to succumb to the consequences of taking the shot...It’s not just the
bigger numbers, but they got people to take this willingly...This is the first mass murder that is
the result of getting people to clamor for it. The panic over the Corona virus was so successful
that people were craving vaccination...The good news from Dr. Miller is that it appears people
are waking up at a fast pace....'something really, really evil is going on, and people have to snap
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out of it. People have to wake up. I do believe people can wake up, and there are indications
that people are waking up.'”:
https://usawatchdog.com/rolling-thunder-global-propaganda-mark-crispin-miller/

>🙌 "‘The Holy Spirit Came to Me’: Hollywood Star Danica McKellar Embraces
Christianity, Finds ‘Amazing Freedom’" - YAY! PTL! (Includes 15.23 min. vid.)
(Excerpt:) "'I’d always thought of religion and Christianity as being restrictive and limiting
somehow, but, instead, I feel the most amazing freedom', McKellar said of her faith. 'And I was
like, I have to share this. I have to tell people the good news.' Before becoming a Christian, she
assumed believers were judgemental and had caused problems, with these preconceived
notions clouding her vision. McKellar continued, 'I just didn’t get to see … this is the most
miraculous, amazing, incredible gift in the whole wide world. I just want people to feel that
they’re not alone, that there’s love for you at any time, and it’s such a gift.'”:
https://www.faithwire.com/2023/12/15/the-holy-spirit-came-to-me-hollywood-star-embraces-chris
tianity-finds-amazing-freedom/

>🧐 Heralded hate bait, more shades of Matthew 24:10, as the Enemy strives to deflect and
divide, preventing people from uniting against the father of lies!
"Radical Michigan Imam Calls for Muslims to Wage Jihad in US" - (Includes 3.54 min. vid.)
(Excerpts:) "Ahmad Musa Jibril, a Michigan Islamist preacher, has called on American Muslims
to wage Jihad against the 'infidel West' and declared Muslims in the US should start
'normalizing' Jihad. 'If you can’t raise your child telling him you want him to be mujahid and
martyr, then you are the root of the problem'...[urging] Muslim mothers to 'nurse their infants with
the love of Jihad and the ambition to become a mujahid and a martyr'.":
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/12/radical-michigan-imam-calls-muslims-wage-jihad-us
/

>😍 "Thank God for Jesus"
(Excerpt:) "I’m going to celebrate Christmas with my family, and continue to instill some of the
wonderment and awe, and reverence I had as a child at Christmastime into the lives and hearts
of my own children. To me, the Ghosts of Christmas Past are fond memories of a simpler time, a
more innocent time. A time when God was God and it was OK to love Him, sing praises to Him
and to thank Him for all the many gracious blessings He’s continued to shower us with — even
as we sojourn here among a world of depraved minds. I hope you do the same. And hold your
loved ones close. Hug them. Tell them you love them. Reverence God and teach your children
what the truth really is. And in the new year, endeavor to make your lives count by being always
in the service to the King of Kings. We can never go back to yesterday, but we can teach our
children again what 'Normal' is like, and together we can look forward to the glorious return of
our Savior, Who really IS Christ the Lord — and the only answer to all the evil, wickedness, lies
and nonsense this world continues to heap upon us. Thank God for Jesus.":
https://newswithviews.com/thank-god-for-jesus-2/

>😳 Now, the departing of the Red Sea!
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"Top 5 Container Shipping Companies Now REFUSING Israel Cargo Transit Thru Red
Sea"
(Excerpt:) "Within the past 96 Hours, five of the top 10 ocean shipping lines on the planet, have
announced they will no longer handle shipments to or from Israel through the Red Sea (Suez
Canal)...It is important to note that all of these companies CAN still provide shipping service, but
without using the Red Sea and its Suez Canal, all their ships must now go around the southern
tip of Africa, adding 14,000 miles and three weeks travel time to the shipments. The price
increase for such shipping is astronomical due to the vastly increased fuel costs.":
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/top-5-container-shipping-compan
ies-now-refusing-israel-cargo-transit-thru-red-sea

>🔎Whilst reading, am reminded that "(For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but
mighty through God to the pulling down of strong holds;) Casting down imaginations, and every
high thing that exalteth itself against the knowledge of God, and bringing into captivity every
thought to the obedience of Christ!" (2Cor.10.4-5)
"4th Generation Devastation: The West Has Been Targeted In A Cowardly Globalist Mind
War" - And not just the west, but all of humanity! Because the Enemy fears the powerful
authority given to us in Jesus' Name! See Luke 10:17-20!
(Excerpts:) "The key to grasping the situation is to accept that a war is upon us. Woke is a
psychological operation devised by globalists, and it is currently battling to become the one and
only system of thought – A morally relativist system of thought. It relies on a specific
circumstance in order to succeed: The idea that men of the west will not take on a fighting
posture in the face of psychological attack. As long as we continue to see war only as fighting
with guns, we will remain docile in the face of a more advanced cultural bombardment. For 4th
Gen Warfare to prevail, the target population has to follow a certain set of rules while the other
side operates without rules. They have to be allowed to pursue all-out destruction against their
enemy while the other side is admonished for doing anything remotely defensive, including
speaking up. But what happens when...the goal goes from winning in politics or in the halls of
public discourse to winning the actual conflagration in front of us? When this happens,
everything in America and the western world will change. For good or ill will really depend on
who is left to rebuild once the smoke clears." -When the smokescreen of faux power (that the
Devil tried to lure Jesus into - see Matthew 4:8-10) clears! When "the seventh angel sound[s];
and there [are] great voices in heaven, saying, 'The kingdoms of this world are become the
kingdoms of our Lord, and of His Christ; and He shall reign for ever and ever.'" (Rev.11:15) PTL!
https://alt-market.us/4th-generation-devastation-the-west-has-been-targeted-in-a-cowardly-glob
alist-mind-war/

>💥 "PANDEMIC OF THE UNVACCINATED - NURSE REVEALS HOW HOSPITAL
COMPUTERS WERE JAMMED TO RADICALLY FALSIFY THE COUNT" - Includes, imo, a
must-view 5.13 min. vid with a definite kicker at the end which warrants reflecting on the
condition of one's, if any, backbone!
(Excerpts:) "[A new book] focusing on the testimony of nurses...Remember the 'pandemic of the
unvaccinated' deal? It was the most sinister fraud imaginable. Just when I think there can’t be

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/top-5-container-shipping-companies-now-refusing-israel-cargo-transit-thru-red-sea
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/top-5-container-shipping-companies-now-refusing-israel-cargo-transit-thru-red-sea
https://alt-market.us/4th-generation-devastation-the-west-has-been-targeted-in-a-cowardly-globalist-mind-war/
https://alt-market.us/4th-generation-devastation-the-west-has-been-targeted-in-a-cowardly-globalist-mind-war/


another criminal scam, we discovered the hospitals ran another one we never could have
imagined in 100 years."
https://www.brasscheck.com/video/pandemic-of-the-unvaccinated/

>🤔 "Journalist Who Demanded Concentration Camps for Unvaxxed Drops Dead at 33":
https://newsaddicts.com/journalist-demanded-concentration-camps-unvaxxed-drops-dead-33/

https://www.brasscheck.com/video/pandemic-of-the-unvaccinated/
https://newsaddicts.com/journalist-demanded-concentration-camps-unvaxxed-drops-dead-33/

